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Partying
within
your
rights
Former attorney
to discuss ‘alcohol,
the law and you’
By JESSICA LEGGIN
Activities Editor

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Rachel Fisher, the interm director of the Student Community Service Office, stands in her new office within the Student Life Office Tuesday.

New interim helps Perry’s goals
Position to connect
students on, off
campus with
community groups
By BRITTNI GARCIA
Campus Editor
Rachel Fisher is excited to be a
part of President Bill Perry’s goals
for the university.
After Perry announced his pri-

orities for Eastern in January, the
student affairs department started the student community service
office to address one of Perry’s priorities – enhancing service and
leadership opportunities.
Fisher will serve as the interim director of the new community service office.
“I’m thrilled I got this chance
to be a part of something great for
EIU,” Fisher said.
Fisher was hired in July and
started Aug. 1. She has been at

Eastern for the past four years,
including graduate school, and
previously worked at the Health
Education Resource Center as the
health communication and marketing specialist for teen outreach.
Fisher’s job is to connect students who live on and off campus
with organizations in the local
community.
This office allows students
to look for community service
opportunities.
“I work for the students, and

my mission is to continue finding
new opportunities in the spirit to
serve,” Fisher said.
Daniel Nadler, vice president
for student affairs, said students
are active in the area of community service.
Nadler said during the next
five years Eastern’s goal is to double the number of volunteer hours
students are performing in the
community.

»

SEE DIRECTOR, PAGE 5

CAMPUS | STUDENT LIFE

Swords among tools to recruit students to fair
Pantherpalooza had 75 RSOs
for students with all interests
to join groups
By JOHN TWORK
Staff Reporter
Most organizations do not use a sword wielding
man wearing 35 pounds of medieval chain mail to
recruit new members. Then again, most organizations are not like Belegarth.
“If chain mail isn’t an ice breaker, then I don’t
know what is,” said Brant Rutishauser, a junior
finance major and Belegarth member.
Dressed in full medieval garb, featuring homemade chain mail armor draped over a long-sleeved
black Under Armour shirt, Rutishauser represented
one of 75 Registered Student Organizations trying
to gain new members at the annual Pantherpalooza RSO fair Tuesday.
Rutishauser and 15 other Eastern students meet
twice a week to practice using foam-padded weapons, such as swords, to simulate medieval fights on
campus.

»

SEE FAIR, PAGE 5

ERIN MATHENY | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Jenna Iannoni (left), a freshman early childhood education major, reads over information she
received from Sarah Holman, a junior music education major, about the Wesley Foundation at
the Pantherpalooza RSO Fair on Tuesday afternoon in the South Quad. The event allows students
to meet members of different student organizations and learn how to get involved on campus.

Alex Todd said a student can walk
into a party and not know anyone
and can still end up with a drink in
their hand.
“They ask you, ‘You want a drink?’
and you’re like, ‘Sure why not,’” said
the freshman undecided major.
At 7 tonight, University Board
and the athletic department will
sponsor the lecture.
“How to Keep Your Party Legal:
Alcohol, the Law and You” in the
Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. Student Union.
C.L. Lindsay, a former attorney,
will return to Eastern Illinois University to give students information
about their rights. Lindsay came to
Eastern last year and talked about
legal issues with Myspace and Facebook.
Amy Baumgart, a graduate advisor for UB, said it is really important
for Lindsay to return to Eastern.
“First of all, he is an attorney and
he realized that college students really have no idea what their rights are
and how to keep things legal,” she
said.
Baumgart said the lecture would
not preach to students not to party.
“It’s not someone telling them to
not do this and not to do that,” she
said. “It’s about how to be safe and
be smart about it.”
Baumgart said this is a message
Eastern students can use.
Todd said she thinks the lecture is
a good idea.
“It’s not like they are telling you
not to go out,” she said.
Todd said when she goes out there
is usually alcohol at close range.
“It (alcohol) brings in more people,” she said. “You go to a party
and they are just giving it to you for
free.”
Todd said the drinking age should
be lowered.
“Might as well lower it because
kids are going to do it anyway,” she
said. “They should give out classes
on how to drink responsibly.”
Dana O’Connell, a sophomore
hospitality management major, said
having the drinking age set at 21 has
affected the way students drink.
“Since 21 is the legal age, it makes
you rebel and want to drink more,”
she said. “If they lowered it, teens
would drink in a more responsible
way and wouldn’t binge drink.”
O’Connell said there are reasons
why students drink.
“It’s the way it makes you feel, and
the money,” she said. “Some people drink because of stress because
school is stressful.”

»
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DEN STAFF
A slight increase in temperature over the next
few days with sunny skies. There is a chance of
thunderstorms for Friday.

ENTERTAINMENT | A DAILY LOOK

Lynne Spears: You're still my brave little girl
The Associated Press
NEW YORK —The mother of
Britney Spears says that the singer
has overcome the tabloid nightmares
of the past few years and believes
that little by little, her daughter is regaining her “glorious voice.”
Lynne Spears writes of her famous child and her other celebrity
daughter, Jamie Lynn, in “Through
the Storm,” to be published Sept. 16
by Thomas Nelson, a leading Christian publisher. The Associated Press
obtained an early copy.
The 211-page book, which includes several pages of family photographs, tracks Britney Spears’ life
through her precocious early years –
she was singing and dancing by the
time she was 3 – through her explosive rise to her pill-addicted, neartragic fall.
Mother and daughter are close

again, Lynne Spears writes, and Britney remains a “brave little girl who
sang to the skies” so long ago.

Lawsuit claims 'Disturbia'
copied short story
NEW YORK — A lawsuit claims
Steven Spielberg, DreamWorks and
Paramount Pictures Corp. ripped off
“Rear Window” when they made the
movie “Disturbia.”
The 2007 thriller “Disturbia” stars
Shia LaBeouf as a kid who spies on
neighbors, including a man he suspects is a serial killer.
The copyright infringement lawsuit, filed Monday in Manhattan,
says “Disturbia” copied a short story
Cornell Woolrich wrote in 1942 and
the 1954 Alfred Hitchcock movie
that starred James Stewart and Grace
Kelly and was based on the story.
Woolrich died in 1968.
The rights to “Rear Window”

were sold to Sheldon Abend, who
died in 2003. His estate brought
the lawsuit, which seeks unspecified
damages.
Representatives for Spielberg,
DreamWorks and Paramount said
they don’t comment on pending litigation.

Minnie Driver gives birth
to son in Los Angeles
LOS ANGELES — Minnie
Driver has given birth to a not-solittle one.
Henry Story Driver was born in
Los Angeles on Friday and weighed
in at a hearty 9 lbs., 12 oz, her publicist Jessica Kolstad told People magazine. Driver, 38, confirmed that she
was pregnant during an appearance
on “The Tonight Show” in March,
when host Jay Leno remarked on her
baby bump. She has not revealed the
name of the father.

PHOTO OF THE DAY

Friendly game of bags

KAROLINA STRACK | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Jessica Blatchford, freshman marketing major, prepares to throw during a game of bags
at the Alpha Phi house on Tuesday. Sororities announced their bids Alpha Phi members,
as well as members of other sororities got to know the new members and celebrate
with games and barbeques. Tuesday afternoon at the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union and welcomed the new members at their respective houses in Greek Court.

WHAT THE... | WEIRD, UNEXPECTED, BIZARRE NEWS

Fish flies out of lake, breaks Arkansas teen's jaw
The Associated Press
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — It’s a fishing tale that
packs a wallop so strong it broke the jaw of a southeastern Arkansas teen and covered him in fish blood and
guts.
Seth Russell, 15, of Crossett, was cruising Lake Chicot on a large inner tube towed by a boat when a Silver Asian carp leaped from the water and smacked him
in the face.
Seth was knocked unconscious.
“He was laughing, and the next thing he remem-

bers, he is waking in a hospital,' the boy’s mother,
Linda Russell, said last week.
The teen has had oral surgery to wire several teeth
together and still experiences back pain that doctors attribute to whiplash from the high-speed collision, his
mother said.
He’s not the only one who’s had a run-in with the
“flying” Silver Asian carp.
"Their jumping behavior is a problem, and their
population appears to be growing there,"said Carole
Engle, director of aquaculture and the fisheries center
at the University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff.
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Economy may be hurting Eastern

Blood drive Thursday
in Andrews Hall

Ways to make Eastern
more competitive
discussed at meeting
By JOE ASTROUSKI
Staff Reporter

Secretary of State
services visit campus

Brenda Major thinks the state of
the economy is hurting Eastern.
She and two deans spoke at
length about efforts to make Eastern better able to compete for new
students at Faculty Senate's meeting
Tuesday.
"lhe economy is killing us," said
Major, director of admissions. "We
were listening to parents calling us
crying, saying 'we can't afford to send
our kids to Eastern."'
Major said she could not yet give
an accurate count of incoming freshmen this fall, but cited a rough count

The Illinois Secretary of State
mobile services will visit campus
from 9:30a.m.- 3 p.m. Friday in
the Bridge Lounge of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The group will offer renewals
to students' driver's licenses and
Illinois ID cards. The group will
also conduct vehicle sticker sales,
vehicle registration and other
services. For more information,
visit www.cyberdriveillinois.com.

of1,836.
The average ACT scores and
Grade Point Averages of incoming
freshmen jumped this year, Major
said.
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
"We have an average ACT of Director of admissions Brenda Major crosses her fingers in hopes of reaching her goal of new transfer
21.5," she said. "Last year was just students coming to Eastern this year. Major gave her report on what we can expect and hope for from student
below 21. We're getting students that admissions this year and next.
are adequately prepared."
Major added Eastern is still one
of the most affordable universities in efforts to artract international stu- '1nternational students can't do that, ing the college competitive by getdents, and the university's goal to but some out-of-state students nev- ting honors programs into all departIllinois.
ments on campus and making honRobert Augustine, dean of the have 150 international students on er do."
Augustine said Eastern's study ors classes more challenging.
Graduate School, spoke to the senate campus yearly.
"Is a student choosing our honabout graduate enrollment increasThis fall, Eastern attracted 58 abroad program has grown, meeting
ing between 2000 and 2008.
new international students from 25 its goal of having 300 students study ors program over someone else's?"
"We've had a 41 percent increase countries.
Irwin said. ''lhat's how we measure
abroad yearly for the past two years.
in graduate enrollment and 47 perHe credited study abroad director success."
Efforts to compete for these stuSenate member John Best, who is
cent improvement in (the number dents are under threat from high Wendy Williamson for creating an
of) degree candidates," Augustine out-of-state tuition rates, Augustine online course-finder. He added the also a member of the honors board,
said.
said.
idea has become the "gold standard said getting srudents to make that
"This is a tough race," he said. for study abroad."
choice, even through scholarships,
Augustine said the success behind
the increase is because of the many "Our out-of-state tuition rates are
Augustine warned that the declin- can be difficult.
comprehensive reviews of graduate not competitive with those of other ing value of U.S. dollars is discour"Everybody's shopping around,"
states."
aging many students from study- Best said. ''lhese students slam
programs.
Still, new technology is making
Blair Lord, provost and vice presi- ing abroad in Europe, but encourag- down their credentials and say ' it's
it harder to attract new students, he dent for academic affairs, said reduc- ing some students to study in Asia, your presidential scholarship against
added.
ing out-of-state tuition just for inter- where exchange rates favor U.S. dol- someone else's. We're getting dealmakers."
"Our MBA program is under national students could be a prob- lars.
Bonnie Irwin, dean of the Honors
constant stress because of the new lem.
"Most of our out-of-state stu- College, spoke to the senate about
Joe Astrouski can be reached at 581programs appearing online," he said.
Augustine also spoke of Eastern's dents do become in-state," Lord said. the H onors College efforts in keep- 7942 or atjmastrouski@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I GREEK LI FE

Pan hellenic recruitment down from years' past
Later start in semester
could be reason
for lower numbers
By BRIDGET PEARSON
Staff Reporter
Panhellenic recruitment numbers
are slightly lower compared to previous years.
Robyn Paige, interim director
of Greek Life, said the lower numbers could be because of a shorter
application process. The process was
shorter because school started later,
she added.
About 360 girls applied to go
though recruitment this year, which
is down from 2007; however, the
turnout was still considered a success.
Paige said she was pleased with
the number of girls that signed up
considering sororities had one less
week of classes to prepare before
recruitment started.
"I think we always hope for more
women to join the process, as formal
recruitment is probably the best way
for a woman who is curious about

Eastern will host an American
Red Cross blood drive from 1 - 6
p.m. Thursday in the Andrews Hall
basement.
Free T-shirts will be given to all
donors. Food and refreshments
will be available. For more
information, call 581-6435.

the Panhellenic sororities to learn
about our nine chapters," Paige said.
"But the group of women we have is
very solid."
Freshman Courtney Raupp said
the recruitment process came up
quick and was a bit overwhelming,
but she thinks the process overall
went smoothly and was fun.
Raupp knew before school started that it was something she wanted
to do.
'1 saw how close my sister was
with her friends when she did it and
a lot of girls on my floor signed up
too," said Raupp.
In order to keep recruitment
numbers high, sororities made a big
effort on campus to make students
aware of the different houses that the
Greek system offers.
They hosted a barbeque with the
Carman Dining Center where the
nine chapters on campus were available for questions.
They also had informational tables set up in the Student Recreation Center, the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union and Carman H all where girls were able to
sign to one of the chapters.

"It's a bond that you
can't get anywhere
else."
- Kristina Donash, member
of Sigma Kappa

A Meet and Greet, and Open
H ouse were arranged as a way for
girls to become familiar with how
Greek life works.
Kristina Donash, a member of
Sigma Kappa, thought sororltles
were successful in their efforts to
recruit girls.
Donash added many girls decide
to join because of the leadership
opportunities available and also
because of the friendships that can
be made.
"It's a bond that you can't get anywhere else," Do nash said.
An increase in the required GPA
for pledging was also changed from
a 2.3 cumulative to a 2.5 cumulative
GPA.

Also, students are now being
picked up from the union and taken to Greek Court by rental buses,
unlike previous years where potential
members were driven by girls from
the various chapters.
The dress code for recruitment
was less strict as well.
"Eastern Gear" was the theme of
the first round of recruitment, which
took place Thursday and Friday.
The recruitment gave girls a
chance to show their school spirit while dressing relaxed at the same
time.
Paige said the National Panhellenic Council would like to do away
with of some of the older traditions
that have been attached to sorority
recruitment.
"The reason for this is that a lot
of these traditions detract from the
real reason women are going through
recruitment," she said. "Moving
away from the event being so dressy
was designed to help make the chapters and women more comfortable
and genuine in the process."
Bridget Pearson can be reached at
581 -7942 or at bapearson@eiu.edu.

Alum to host book
signing in Mattoon
Eastern alum Craig Sanders will
sign copies of his book "Mattoon
and Charleston Area Railroads"
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. Saturday
at Waldenbooks in the Cross
Country Mall, 700 E. Broadway
Ave., Mattoon.
Sanders' book explains why
railroads were instrumental to
the development of Mattoon
and Charleston.The book details
how railroads allowed both cities
to become regional centers
for agriculture, industry and
commerce.
Sanders, a Mattoon native,
graduated from Eastern in
1974 with a degree in history
and political science. For more
information, call 235-3441.
- Compiled by News Editor Stephen DiBenedetto

BLOTTER
Matthew Chan, 24, of Peoria,
was charged with driving under
the infl uence of alcohol and
blood alcohol content over .08,
after a 3:13a.m. Sept. 1 arrest in
the Carman Hall fire lane, said the
University Police Department.
Michael Bielski, 20, of
Charleston, was charged with
driving under the influence of
alcohol, blood alcohol content
over .08 and illegal consumption
of alcohol by a minor, after a
12:20 a.m. Thursday arrest at the
intersection ofThird Street and
Grant Avenue, said the University
Police Department.
A red Raleigh M-20 bicycle was
reported stolen on Friday from
the Cooper building in University
Court, said the University Police
Department.
A black Dyno Comp BMX bicycle
was reported stolen on Saturday
from Carman Hall, said the
University Police Department.
COMMENTS, CORRECTIONS, OR
EVENTS
To report any errors, local events
or general suggestions for future
editions please contact our Editor in Chief, Kristina Peters, via:
Phone 1581 -7936,
E-mail I DENeic@gmail.com
Office visit 11811 Buzzard Hall
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Other views on news
PALIN EXCELLENT GOP CHOICE
Iowa State U. - Last week, Sarah Palin, the governor of Alaska, was
announced as the running mate for
Republican presidential candidate Senator John McCain. Palin's strong conservative credentials make her an excellent
choice, especially alongside McCain,
whose conservative credentials occasionally leave something to be desired.
Palin opposes high taxes and wasteful spending, instead she prefers to put
the money where it belongs: back in the
hands of taxpayers. Palin has cut almost
half a biUion dollars out of the Alaska
state budget, which now runs a surplus.
As she said in her speech Wednesday
night at the Republican N ational Convention, "When oil and gas prices went
up dramatically and filled up the state
treasury, I sent a large share of that revenue back where it belonged: directly to
the people of Alaska."
Palin is also an advocate for the second amendment. She has said, "I support our Constitutional right to bear
arms and am a proponent of gun safety programs for Alaska's youth." In
response to the overturning of the
Washington D.C. handgun ban, Palin said, "This decision is a victory for all
Alaskans and individual Americans. The
right to own guns and use them responsibly is something I and many other
Alaskans cherish."
Palin's position is similar to that
of our founding fathers, who wrote
the second amendment. For example,
Thomas Jefferson said, "What country
can preserve its liberties if its rulers are
not warned from time to time that their
people preserve the spirit of resistance?
Let them take arms."
Palin's strong conservative stances
will no doubt appeal to the strong conservative foundation of the Republican
party and will, hopefully, play a part in
keeping this country capitalist and free
for the next four years.
Iowa State D aily

EDITORIAL POLICY
The editorial is the majority opinion
of the DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:

DENopinions@gmail.com

lETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Letters to the editor can be
submitted at any time on any topic to
the Opinions Editor to be published in

The Daily Eastern News.
The DENs policy is to run all letters
that are not libelous or potentially
harmful. They must be less than 250
words.
Letters to the editor can be brought
in with identification to The DEN
at I8II Buzzard H all. Letters may
also be submitted electronically from
the author's EIU e-mail address to
D ENopinions@gmail.com.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Keep drinking age at 21
Lowering the drinking age from 2I to I8
would be an unsafe decision, not to mention a
pretty improbable change to legislation.
The very topic arises from how more than I29
college presidents and chancellors from across the
country signed a public statement asking legislators to consider lowering the mandated age to
prevent binge drinking.
Eastern President Bill Perry took his stand
against the initiative after receiving a request on
Aug. II to sign the statement.
"I believe 2I is the appropriate age for the consumption of alcohol," Perry said.
Perry believes Eastern should be educating the
young students with programs such as AlcoholEdu. H e made the right call and should be commended for taking the stand.
Whether you're for or against the age reduction
idea, rest assured that the important progress is
not being made.
Steve Brown is the spokesperson for H ouse
Speaker Mike Madigan, D -Chicago, and he said
no bills could be introduced until Jan. I when
the General Assembly is back in session.
In the meantime, Brown said no legislators, to
his knowledge, have discussed a reduction to the
age for legal alcohol consumption. H e, furthermore, did not want to predict a possible outcome
if any such legislation were to be introduced.
N umerous states to have attempted such legislation, Vermont, Wisconsin, Louisiana and
H awaii, to name a few, ran into federal funding
issues pertaining to the highway biU of I984.
John McCardell, former president of Middlebury College in Vermont, is leading the rally
of university administrators. McCardell has frequently spoken about how states are hesitant to
lower the drinking age for fear oflosing I 0 percent of federal funding provided for high ways,
a result of the highway bill of I984. McCardell
is the director of Choose Responsibility, a special
interest group looking to lower the drinking age,
and the organization plans to lobby legislators to
amend the highway biU of I984 when it's to be
reauthorized by the newly-elected Congress.
If any such amendment were made, states
would have fair game to change the drinking age,
McCardell said.
H owever, politicians must submit bills to
change the drinking age, and unless teenage voters miraculously start voting, legislators won't
have any reason to initiate the change oflaw.
H aving had an age restriction for so long, a
cultural change of heart will not move current
voters to ask their elected officials for the change.
Therefore, the only supporters of the legislation
would be bar owners and the university personnel
who may be sympathetic after having endured
college conditions on a daily basis- such as the
more than I29 college presidents and chancellors
who are mostly in different voting districts.
"(The law) pushes drinking into hiding,
heightening its risks, including risks from drunken driving, and it prevents us from addressing
drinking with students as an issue of responsible
choice," said Duke President Richard Brodhead
in a released statement.
Mothers Against Drunk Driving have publicly accused McCardell and Choose Responsi-

OUR VIEW
• Situation: More than 129 college presidents
and chancellors want to lower the drinking age
to 18 in hopes of preventing binge drinking.
• Stance: An age reduction would be detrimental to the community, but the Illinois General Assembly isn't even considering a change.

bility of misguiding the other college presidents
because more than 7 5 percent of the information
supporting a change of legislation is hypothetical behavioral alterations that are not supported by facts.
Champaign allows bars with a basic liquor
license to admit customers age I9 and up, but all
customers under the age of 2I must vacate by 9
p.m. Obviously, college students under 2I still
find ways to get alcohol while visiting those bars.
Charleston used to have a similar city ordinance in the early I990s, according to Bryan
Baker, deputy chief of operations for the Charleston Police Department.
The city would have to spend $8,000 annually to replace damaged or stolen street signs, Baker said. Police officers would catch intoxicated
college students in the act of removing the signs,
and signs would be found in buildings where
police were called to, he said.
Breaking up fights outside of bars and in the
streets surrounding campus was a common
theme during that time, and Baker said several
instances resulted in emergency helicopter transport to other area hospitals. That's not a pleasant
sounding Charleston and the City Council made
the right choice in changing the ordinance.
Baker was a night shift officer during the early
I990s after his being hired in I989. Upon being
promoted numerous times, he became lieutenant
of the night shift in the early 2000s.
"lhere were times when it was bad in the early 2000s, but it was consistently bad in the early '90s," Baker said. "Once the (ordinance)
changed, many of the bars closed down because
they didn't have a enough customers, signs didn't
disappear and there were less tickets issued."
Just this past week, 246 city citations were
issued, according to Baker, and 200 of them were
given on Thursday, Friday and Saturday for alcohol related violations.
Baker refuted a common theme that reducing the drinking age will reduce department revenue and become problematic. H e said less officers
would be needed, the officers who would remain
would not need to invest large quantities of time
into investigating bars like they do now and the
district attorney wouldn't need as large of a budget to prosecute all the offenders.
Therefore, practical reasoning eliminates the
local financing complications brought up by
those who oppose changing the drinking age,
but the level of work could increase if the city
falls back into the environment of the I990s that
Baker described.
Do yourself a favor and don't learn about alcohol the wrong way, because the age requirement
is not going to change for a long time - if ever
- and your life isn't worth losing for a few good
times in college.

It's an hour after dinner, and I decide
to unwind by breaking one of the most
common gender-based stereotypes. I turn
on my TV and start playing a video game.
I am not what you would call a hardcore gamer, but I play quite a bit and like
comparing games with other people. But
whenever I join a conversation about video games, I am met with strange looks.
One friend put it quite bluntly: "Girls
who spend more than 20 minutes on
their hair don't play video games."
But why should it be that way? I
shouldn't get strange looks when I play
video games or when I walk into a GameStop store. Guys aren't the only people who can enjoy video games. The only
problem is that women aren't expected to.
Believe it or not, women are interested
in more things than shopping and doing
their hair. We shouldn't be dismissed in
the gaming world.
According to ABC News, the number of women playing video games is on
the rise. This encouraged me, until I did a
search for news articles concerning women and video games. It seems that we have
yet to escape the stereotype.
In the articles that I found, various
marketers were quoted regarding the
types of games that appeal to women. I
was disappointed to hear that we are still
battling the assumption that women just
care about shopping. Women shouldn't
be afraid to play video games, and guys
should be more accepting.
The reports claimed that women only
like nonviolent, peaceful games, like The
Sims and Harvest Moon. N ow, I'm not
saying that there is anything wrong with
these games. It just annoys me that developers think that is all we enjoy.
I have played shooter games, racing
games and RPGs, also known as RolePlaying Games. And even though I'm a
girl, I enjoyed them. They are a great way
to relieve stress and it's nice to know that
if you make a mistake, you'll be able to
jump back up and try again. I'm currently making my way through The Legend
ofZelda: Twilight Princess, a game that,
according to experts, shouldn't hold my
interest.
I don't have a problem with women who only like the nonviolent games.
I know it's a personal preference, and I
respect that. The only problem I have is
being treated like we don't belong in a
world of gaming, when both men and
women should be able to enjoy themselves. There shouldn't be an unspoken
assumption that keeps us out, and we
shouldn't be treated differently when we
try to join.
Unfortunately, gaming is not the
only stereotype we have to deal with.
H ead over to the gym, and you'll see that
almost all of the people playing basketball there are guys. Very rarely do you see
a girl there. If they do join the games,
they have trouble being accepted into the
action and respected for their shots. These
stereotypes against women are going on
everywhere. Most people just choose not
to see it.

Melissa Liedtke is afreshman j ournalism
major. She can be reached at 581-7942 or
at DENopinions@gmailcom.
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>> Director
FROM PAGE 1
"Having an office will allow us
to develop a clearinghouse and promote service opportunities throughout our entire community," Nadler
said.
Some non-profit organizations
Fisher currently works with are
Teen Reach, Habitat for Humanity, Newman Catholic Center, Special Olympics and the American
Red Cross.
She said her goals for her position are to connect students with
community service and to create an
Eastern natural disaster relief team.
"My job is to enhance and build
upon what's happening and contribute to the greater picture," Fisher said.
Linda Moore, director of Career
Services, said she believes commu-

nity service is important because
employers want to see a couple of
characteristics in a person.
"One characteristic is multi-tasking," Moore said.
Moore said employers are looking for people who can be involved
with other than classes and one
opportunity is community service.
"lhey want to see people serving
others and that shows what morals they have in the work place,"
Moore said.
She added employers look at 65
percent of what personal morals a
student has and only 35 percent of
his or her technical qualifications.
"lhat shows during college to
build a resume that shows those
characteristics," Moore said. "And
community cleaning allows students to show they are engaged to
help others."
Fisher said she likes the way
Eastern has more than 150 organi-

>> Fair

-Rachel Fisher, Interim Director

zations on campus and at least 20
of them are strictly service groups.
She would like Eastern students
to complete 100,000 hours of service, she added.
"I'm here to put the pieces
together and help cultivate the spirit to serve," Fisher said.
Fisher is also required to educate people who are not from the
Charleston area about service.
Fisher, who has lived in Los
Angeles and Atlanta, said she has
to introduce more than 12,000 students to Charleston, Mattoon and

"It's a chance for us to be viewed outside as an
athletic scene. Last year this was our biggest
recruitment event, and so far it's working too:'

FROM PAGE 1
"A lot of people who might
want to join get intimidated when
we're actually fighting," said John
Van Uytven, a senior history education major and fellow Belegarth
member.
" It's a lot easier to have a table
out here and say, ' H ey, this is what
we're about."' he added.
Senior marketing major Mark
H ails stopped by the Belegarth's
Pantherpalooza table on the south
quad, where he challenged Van
Uytven to a foam sword fight.
"You can beat the crap out of
one of your friends without really
hurting anyone," H ails said. "You
can get out some of that much
needed aggression."
H ails said he was thinking
about joining Belegarth, along
with 12 other people who signed
up for more information about the
organization.

"My job is to enhance and build upon what's
happening and contribute to the greater
picture:'

-Brian Allensworth, co-president of EIU Blue Crew

A few steps down the sidewalk
from Rutishauser and his chain
mail was senior middle school education major Brian Allensworth,
who was wearing a bright, fuzzy
blue wig, which matched his EIU
Panthers shirt.
Allensworth, who is the co-president of the EIU Blue Crew, said
more than 150 students signed up
to join the school spirit club at
Pantherpalooza.
"It's a good chance for us to
be viewed outside of an athletic scene," Allensworth said. "Last
year this was our biggest recruitment event, and so far it's work-

ing too."
Freshman roommates Ann Tinder and Amanda Shank decided
to join the Blue Crew in preparation for Saturday's home-opening
football game against Indiana State
University.
"I think it's fun that people
have school spirit, and I thought it
would be a nice activity to sign up
for," Shank said.
She added that as a freshman,
she thinks Pantherpalooza helps
new kids on campus get involved.
That's exactly what event coordinator Ryan Kerch, student vice
president for Student Affairs, want-

surrounding communities.
The community service office
has announced its first monthly project. On National Neighbor
Day, Sept. 21, Fisher, students and
faculty will conduct a neighborhood trash clean-up activity.
"Good Neighbors exists to help
cultivate civic responsibility and
community ownership," Fisher said.
"Your residence plays a part in the
community, and living off-campus
requires that residents participate in
their communities."
Fisher said this allows students

ed to hear.
H e said the event is intended to
introduce students to a number of
diverse RSO programs at Eastern.
" It's a good way to prove to students who aren't sure exactly what's
on campus that anything can happen when it comes to student organizations," Kerch said.
Kerch said with sunny skies and
the temperature around 70 degrees
Tuesday, the weather helped draw
more students to Pantherpalooza than in recent years, where they
learned about clubs focused on
everything from politics to playing
ultimate Frisbee.
"This year we've seen a lot more
students actually stopping at the
event, rather than on their way
somewhere else," Kerch said. "The
overall attendance is helping get a
lot more kids out here who want
to get involved."
John Twork can be reached at 581 7942 or atjdtwork@eiu.edu.

to make relationships with longterm Charleston residents.
"The idea there is nothing to do
in Charleston is crazy," Fisher said.
Fisher's office has created a Web
site for students to blog about their
experiences with service to get other
students involved. Students will also
be allowed to log hours of community service. The Web site will spotlight two students a month, and
they will get a gift bag.
"Truly what you put in is what
you get and being EIU is to commit to EIU and serve," Fisher said.
Nadler said he feels fortunate
to have Fisher be a part of the new
office.
"She has the knowledge, background and energetic can-do attitude to make a significant difference," Nadler said.
Brittni Garcia can be reached at 581 7942 or at bmgarcia@eiu.edu.

>> Alcohol
FROM PAGE 1
Ryan Kerch, a senior biology
major and member of UB, said this
lecture would not be about how to
not get caught.
"lhis will be more of a warning,
and here are the rights you have as
student," he said.
Kerch said Lindsay discusses
whether a student should decide to
consume alcohol or not.
"I think it will be a great way to
get information that you might not
have heard of before," he said.
Kerch said the lecture is a good
way to start a discussion between
faculty, students and the community.
"This will help start up a discussion and think about the choices
they make," he said. "To drink or to
not drink."
Jessica Leggin can be reached at 5817942 or atjmleggin@eiu.edu.
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Quiznos of Mattoon is looking for e nergetic, quality
people for a full-time and part-time shift managers
and crew members to join our outstanding teams! We
will be hiring for all positions including basers,
wrappers, & cashiers. Must be available September 22.

Skills / Re quire ments
-Handles pressure, professionalism, verbal
communication, lifting, t eamwork, food sanitation,
basic safety, customer service, equipment
maintenance, attendance, documentation skills.
Please email resume or experience with cover letter
and contact information to quiznos@consolidated.
net. Quiznos is an equal opportunity employer and is
locally owned and operated.

Imagine a rea l·world learning experience that Is so extraordinary It becomes YOUR way of
life! Be different and find yourself- make Vall Resorts the perfect backdrop for your'once In a
Come Interview for an Experience of a lifetime.Vall Resorts' recruiters are coming to Eastern Illinois
Unlversl~ on October 1st for an Information session about our College Program at Keystone, CO.

So, are you ready?

VAIL RESORTS.
EXTRAORDINARY RESORTS • EXCEPTIONAL EXP~R I E~CES'
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CAMPUS I EVENT

Students can travel to Study Abroad Fair
Event to feature partner
program from South Korea;
students to receive passport

"We actually got to go to the coral reef and see what we're
studying and the Spanish class was four hours long and very
intensive:'

By CARl WAFFORD
Staff Reporter

- Audra Oust, Study Abroad participant

Farhan Aziz said students could expect
to learn about the opportunities studying
abroad provides today.
"Students are encouraged to participate
for a full semester so that they get the full
cultural experience," said Aziz, coordinator
for the Office of Study Abroad.
The office will host the Study Abroad
Fair from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. today in the
University Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
The fair is intended for students to gain
a complete understanding about facultyled programs that go places such as Italy,
Ireland, the N etherlands and England.
Different booths will display information regarding financial aid and health services.
Partner programs will also be featured at

the fair. Sogang University in Seoul, South
Korea will highlight the partner program
this year.
Two Eastern students enrolled at So gang
University will be available at the fair to
answer questions about the exchange program.
Sogang University and Eastern will provide a scholarship for a student, as part of
the program.
The scholarship would waive the student's tuition and the student's only extra
expenses would be housing and living
expenses.
Upon entering the fair, each student
will receive a fake passport and will need
to talk to at least three representatives to
be entered in a raffle drawing.

T he winning contestants will be emailed.
Other partner programs available for
students include studying at the University of Winchester in England, the Culinary
Institute of Florence and H arlaxton College in England.
Aziz said studying abroad is an excellent way to gain new experiences and build
a resume.
Audra Dust is one of hundreds of students who have participated in the study
abroad program at Eastern.
Dust spent five weeks in San Jose, Costa
Rica studying marine biology and conversational Spanish.
"We actually got to go to the coral reef
and see what we're studying and the Span-

STUDY ABROAD FAIR
·When: 10 a.m.- 3 p.m.
·Where: Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union
·What: Information on financial aid and
health services
• More info: Sessions about study abroad
held at 4:30 p.m. Mondays and Wednesdays
in Blair Hall

ish class was four hours long and very
intensive," Dust said.
Aziz said studying abroad gives the
impression that students are flexible with
time and culturally adept.
"Employers look for international experience," he said.
Students can receive more information
about study abroad by attending an information session every Monday and Wednesday at 4:30 p.m. in Blair H all.
Cari Wafford can be reached at 581 -7942 or
at cmwafford@eiu.edu.

CAMPUS I STUDENT SENATE

Student Government plans new leadership orientation
Organization to combine with
UB, LASO and BSU for
future conference

"It is going to be a joint leadership seminar. Since we all
previously had our own orientations, we just combined our
resources:'

By HEATHER HOLM
Student Government Editor

- Issac Sandidge, student senate speaker

Student Government wants to join with
other student organizations for their leadership orientation conference.
Student Government, University Board,
Black Student Union and Latin American
Student Organization will all come together for an orientation in the future, instead
of four separate ones.
"It is going to be a joint leadership seminar," said Student Senate Speaker Isaac
Sandidge. "Since we all previously had our
own orientation, we just combined our
resources."
Student Body President Levi Bulgar and
Sandidge would give a presentation that all
four groups would sit through about Student Government and then each group

would have their own mini-conference.
U B, BSU and LASO would give a presentation about their organizations as well.
A date for the orientation has not been
scheduled yet.
The Student Senate may give the Student Action Team an update through a
new proposal.
"We are changing the outdated bill
about the Student Action Team," Sandidge
said. "The name will be changed officially from Student Lobbying Team to Student
Action Team and the term director will be
changed to chair.
"Also, before the team could only be
limited to 12 members and now we are

••••••••••••••••
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This Space
For Sale

•Prime Location
•On Campus
•Put Your business
in front of 10,000+

Students
Faculty
Staff
call the Den
217-581-2816

T he remaining committee chairs, Diversity Affairs and External Relations, will
also be filled and two new members will be
appointed to Student Action Team.
Student Senate meets at 7 p.m. Wednesdays in the Arcola/Tuscola Room in the
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
Heather Holm can be reached at 581 -7942 or
haholm@eiu.edu.

PAID MINORITY INTERNSHIPS

IHIMR & TANNING

3~-81 79

·When: 7 tonight
·Where: Arcola/Tuscola Room in the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union
·What: Will discuss leadership orientation
conference, Student Action Team proposal and will appoint seven new senate members as well as the remaining committee
chairs (Diversity Affairs and External Relations) and two new Student Action Team
members

FIVE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

You look

1 Month
UollfimmfiW ~
Any bed for $25

going to make it so it can be an unlimited
amount of members," he added.
H e said it is not necessary to limit the
amount of members because if there are
more, students can get more done in terms
of lobbying.
T he current proposal would replace
wording dating back to 1995.
"It would be updated sometime, so we
might as well just do it now," Sandidge
said
In other business, the Student Senate
will appoint seven new members.
Sandidge picked the new senators on
Saturday after applications were turned in
Friday.

STUDENT SENATE MEETING

a

Sixteen
~Candles
10 p.m. ·1 a.m.
$5Cover

$2.00 Miller lite
16ozcans

* Gain Administrative/Management
experience and up to 12 hrs of
academic credit

* Opportunity to work with

* Open to all majors

* Good oral and written
communication skills

* Junior or senior with minimum
2.75 CUM. GPA
* Must be enrolled full-time at
time of application

top government/business
officials

* Graduate student with
minimum 3.25 CUM. GPA
in their graduate course work
* Paid Internships are available
for Spring & Summer
semester 2008

Application Deadline Date: September 29, 2008
Forms available: Minority Mfairs Office
1122 Blair Hall
581-6690 or http://www.eiu.edu/rvminorafflimages/mipapp2pdf. pdf
More info: MIP Informational, Tuesday September 16, 2008 4PM
Greenup Rm. MLK Union
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NATION I GOVERNMENT

STATE BRIEFS

WORLD BRIEFS

Budget deficit nears record

The Associated Press

Noose found hanging
at ISU work site

The Associated Press

NORMAL- Workers
demolishing two residence halls
at Illinois State University found a
noose hanging at the site.
ISU President AI Bowman
issued a statement saying that
the Laborers Local362 working
at the site notified him that
a worker found the noose
Monday afternoon. Bowman says
university police are investigating
the incident.
The site includes the Walker
and Dunn-Barton residence halls
at the campus. The union says
the job site has been shut down
while police investigate. There's
no immediate word from ISU
officials when construction would
continue.
Workers are building a new $50
million student recreation center
at the site, set to open July 2010.

WASHINGTON - The federal government will run a near-record
deficit of $407 billion for the budget year ending Sept. 30, according
to the latest Capitol Hill estimates.
The new Congressional Budget Office figures released Tuesday
say the flood of red ink will spill
over into next year, when the deficit
would reach a record $438 billion and could go even higher as the government takes over mortgage giants
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac.
The CBO figures for this year are
slightly worse than White House
predictions released in July.
The White House foresees a $389
billion deficit for 2008 and a 2009
deficit of $482 billion.

Next year's figure would also
increase assuming Congress steps in
to fix the alternative minimum tax,
or AMT, which is expected to add at
least $50 billion more.
The numbers represent about 3
percent of the size of the economy,
which is the deficit measure seen as
most relevant by economists. That's
considerably smaller than the deficits
of the 1980s and early 1990s, when
Congress and earlier administrations
cobbled together politically painful
deficit-reduction packages.
Still, the new figures are so eyepopping in dollar terms that it may
restrain the appetite of the next president, who takes office Jan. 20, to
add to it with expensive spending
programs or new tax cuts. In fact,
pressure may build to allow some

tax cuts enacted in 2001 and 2003
to expire as scheduled at the end of
2010, with Congress also feeling
pressure to curb spending growth.
The deficit for 2007 totaled
$161.5 billion, which represented the lowest amount of red ink
since an imbalance of $159 billion
in 2002. The 2002 performance
marked the first budget deficit after
four consecutive years of budget surpluses.
"Today's estimates provide the
latest evidence of the fiscal legacy of
Republican policies: record deficits
and a weak economy," said House
Budget
Committee
Chairman
John Spratt Jr., D-S.C. "It's another reminder of the dismal economy
and budget that republicans are leaving others to sort out."

NATION I INTERNATIO NAL RELATIONS

Kim Jong ll's illness jeopardizes talks

New ethanol plant
planned in Metro East
MADISON - A planned
$200 million ethanol plant in
southwest Illinois is getting some
state help.
The plant proposed by
Abengoa Bioenergy of Illinois
LLC will receive a $4 million grant
through the state's Department
of Commerce and Economic
Opportunity. Governor Rod
Blagojevich says the plant will be
built by the end of next year and
employ 60 workers. It also is to
convert about 32 million bushels
of corn each year into about 88
million gallons of ethanol.
The plant near Madisonwill
also be near the National Corn
to Ethanol Research Center at
Southern Illinois University in
Edwardsville.

The Associated Press
WASHINGTON
North
Korean dictator Kim Jong ll may be
gravely ill, perhaps the victim of a
stroke, U.S. and other Western officials said Tuesday after he failed to
appear for a major national parade.
If so, it could jeopardize the already
troubled international effort to get
his nation to abandon nuclear weapons.
Kim's absence from a military
parade for the country's 60th anniversary lent credence to repotts that
the man Notth Koreans call the
"Dear Leader" had been incapacitated during the past few weeks.
The 66-year-old Kim, who has
been rumored to be in varying

degrees of ill health for years, has
not been seen since mid-August.
Though he appears rarely in public and his voice is seldom broadcast, Kim has shown up for previous
landmark celebrations.
"There is reason to believe Kim
Jong n has suffered a serious health
setback, possibly a stroke," one
Western intelligence official said.
A senior U.S. official said fresh
rumors had been circulating about
Kim's health and his control over
North Korea's highly centralized
government.
A former CIA official with recent
access to intelligence on North
Korea said that even before Tuesday the agency was confident that
reports of a health crisis were accurate.

The officials spoke anonymously
to summarize sensitive intelligence.
The reclusive Kim took power in
1994 after the death of his father,
Kim ll Sung.
It was communism's first hereditary transfer of power, and both
K.ims are revered in a personality cult perpetrated by the country's
authoritarian government.
To the outside world Kim is best
recognized as a silent, waving figure
with a bouffant hairdo and a quasi-military suit reminiscent of communist leaders of an earlier time.
Word of his possible health problems recalled the Soviet era, too,
when U.S. analysts pored over photos of military parades for clues to
who was up and who was down in
the Kremlin.

The Associated Press

Flood victims mount as
waters recede in Haiti
GONAIVES, Haiti - Cemetery
workers trudge through the
water with a wooden cart,
fetching dozens of bloated
corpses from the muck and
carting them off for burial. The
city's 15 police officers have
buried dozens more, and nobody
knows how many were swept out
to sea.
In this sodden city with no
working morgue, nobody is
counting the dead. And after
four tropical storms in less
than a month, Haiti's death toll
will never be known. Officials
say at least 331 people have
been killed in the storms in this
Caribbean nation.ln the region of
Artibonite, Hanna killed at least
172.

Russia to keep troops in
two Georgia regions
TBILISI, Georgia - Russia
announced Tuesday it would
keep 7,600 troops in Abkhazia
and South Ossetia for the
foreseeable future, asserting
power in the breakaway regions
even as it began a pullout from
positions deeper in Georgia.
The Kremlin's plans for a
heavy military footprint in the
enclaves mock Georgia's hopes
that a revised peace agreement
will lead to a complete Russian
withdrawal from the fractured
country at the heart of a bitter
fray between Moscow and the
West.
The deal that emerged from a
day of frantic French diplomacy
Monday may defuse tension by
removing Russian forces from
positions they hold in Georgia
weeks after last month's war.
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Live In Concert

Special Olympics
Family Festival
••Volunteers Still Needed•••

BILL ENGVALL
Saturday, September 27, 2008

We need volunteers to be a "Friend•For•A •Day" at
Lake Land College from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.

6:00pm & 8:00pm - Lantz Arena

$23.00 General Admission

Saturday, September 20, 2008

Ticket Sales to General Public begin September 12th
purchase @(217) 581-5122 or www.eiu.edu/~wzio11

Volunteer registration forms
are available in 1212 Buzzard Hall
Volunteer Meeting:

Thursday, September 11, 2008, 6:00p.m. Buzzard Auditorium
ALCOHOL.
ALCOHOL.
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UB is nO\II Iooki ng for coordinators and co mm itte.;? me-mb~rs.

Visit
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the daily_ eastern

•
Fal l Dance Classes: Chi ldren,
Tee ns, and Adu lts. Ballet,
Moder n, jazz, H ip Hop, Tap
and Yoga. Classes begin Sept .
8 jacquel ine Bennett Dance
Center 34S-7182
911 1

tor sale
6FT Pool Table includes rack,
bal l s, sti cks, and holder,
$300. 217 -549-1838
9110
St. Lou i s Rams Tickets. Most
games. Good seats. Call
Mark. 549-6406
9112
Large matchi ng couc h and
loveseat, blue with burgu nd ygold design. Good co ndition.
$75. 217 -348 -7944, 217 218 -1063
9112

•

help wanted

CHARLESTON
LUMBER
IS H IRING. IF YOU HAVE
WORKED
AT A
HOME
CEN TER OR LUMBERYARD,
PLEASE APPLY. APPLICANT
MUST
HAVE
A
VALID
DRIVERS LI CENSE. 202 6th,
NO PHONE CALLS!
9110
Casey
United
Methodist
Church
is
looking
for
musi cians to join o ur t eam!
On Sunday mornings we
currently offer an 8:00 a.m .
worship service in our c hapel
with music o n a Clavi nova;
and a service in our sanctuary
at 10:30 a.m. with a variety
of
musical
instruments
including guitar, Clavi nova,
baby grand pi ano, and p i pe
organ. We are flexible, easy
to work with, and open to
new ideas. If interested in
explori ng the possibi I ities,
please contact the chu rc h
office at 2 17-932 -5281 for an
application. The applicatio n
deadli ne is September 19,
2008.
9115
Brian's Place hiri ng female
Dj. Also, waitress/bartende r .
2100 Broadway, Mattoon.
234 -4 151 .
9112
Great opportuni t y for Special
Ed, Psych, and Soc. majors:
Motivated
st aff
needed

help wanted

to assist indivi dual s w ith
developmental disabi l ities in
residential setting and/or da y
trai ning program. Minimum
age 18 w/ HS diploma/GED,
and successful completion
of
criminal
background
c heck.
Val i d
D.L.
w/
sat isfactory driving record
required.
RESIDEN TIAL
OPPORTUN ITIES: Weekday
early mornings, PT (20 hrs)
6AM-1 OAM, M-F; Evenings
& Overnights, FT or PT, must
be available weekends and
ho lidays; DAY TRAINING
PROGRAM: Developmental
Trainers FT, M-F 8-4. Apply at
CTF, 521 7th St., Charleston,
or v i sit our website at www.
ctf i llinois.org E.O .E.
---------------- 9112
MUSIC IANS!
A TTENTION
Sound Source Musi c, the
area's largest cen t er for
music lessons is looki ng for a
gu itar teacher. Must be able
to play several st yles . Call
258-8919
---------------- 9112
!Bartending! Make up t o
$250/day ! No experience
necessary, train ing provided.
1- 800-965-6520. ext . 239
--------------- 12115

't'

torrent

EXTRA N ICE UPSTAIRS APT.
208 112 6th $500 MONTH.
CALL FOR DETAILS, 5498734 . AVAILAB LE NOW!
---------------- 911 0
Ava i lable
Fal l
2008:
2
bedroom
apartm ent
and
3 bedroom duplex, full y
furnished. Li nco ln Avenue
and Division St. locations.
Skylights, ful l-size beds, PC
work stat ions, and leather
furniture.
For
add itional
information, call 348 - 013 7.
---------------- 9111
Large 1 BR apartment off
Charleston Square includes
heat, water, trash, parki ng,
laundry for $495/month. No
smoki ng, No pets. Cal l 2322027
---------------- 9112
FALL '08: 2 bedroom house.
Trash and lawn service
included. No pet s. $300/
person/month. 345 - 503 7
---------------- 9112
GE T THE
HOUSE YOU
WANT BEFORE IT'S GONE!
Now re nting for the 2009-

$. 30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
Monthly Online classified adYertlslflll available
@ \\rww delU\e\\rs.com

't'
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2010 school yea r : 2, 3, 4,
5, and 6 Bedroom Houses,
close
to
campus .
Call
Tom ® 708-772-3711 or
Cathy @ 2 1 7-254-1311 for
more information.
www.
hallbergren t a l s.com
-------------- 9/12
2 bedroom house. WID,
AIC, al l electric. Q uite
neighborhood. $450/month.
Avai l able immediately. Call
815-278-1296 or 2 1 7-3459267.
-------------- 9/16
ROYAL
HEIGHTS
APTS:
On l y 2 un its left! Short te rm
leases available, rates for 1,
2, or 3 people. 1.5 baths,
furnis hed, behi nd Subway.
345-0936
-------------- 9/30
Still need an apt ?
PARK
PLACE has a co uple un its
left. Negoti able rates & lease
length.
Furnished, parki ng
incl.
Next to the Union.
348-1479
-------------- 9/30
2 or 3 BR. SHORT WALK TO
CAMPUS $250 PER/PERSON.
3 BR. AWAY FROM CAMPUS
BO TH WITH APPLIANCES,
W.D. TRASH. PHONE 3457244, 649 -0651
---------------- 00
Large 4 bedroom 2 bath
house. Famil y room, living
room, W/D $235 per person.
Lease negotiable. 345-6967 .
---------------- 00
Large 1 bedroom, five blocks
from Old Mai n. W/D . $375/
month. No pets. 273-1395.
---------------- 00
Efficiency, close to campus,
$325/month,
includi ng
uti l ities, A/C. Male only, no
smoking, no pets. 345-3232,
days.
---------------- 00
FOR REN T: One, Two, and
Three Bedroom Apartments,
two blocks from Old Main,
starting at $350/MO. 217549-1060, 217-549-6979
---------------- 00
Li nco Inwood
Pi netree
Apartments has si ngle & 2
BR apts. Great space, large
closets, close to campus.
Affordable rent. We also
accept pets. Call 345-6000.
---------------- 00
5 Bedroom Apt. near campus
available for summer @
$275/person and/or Fall 08
® $325/person. A/C, WID,
trash included. 345-2982

't'

torrent

---------------- 00
Large 1 and 2 BR apts.,
extremely c lose to campus.
Only a couple left. Great
deal! 273 -2048, 345 -6000
---------------- 00
3 Bedroom . apt. available.
Large rooms, central air,
ceiling fans, wate r, & t rash
included . Buchanan St. Apts.
345 -1266
---------------- 00
GREAT
LOCATION!
NICE
TWO
BEDROOM
APARTMENT. WATER AND
TRASH PAID . 217 -348-0209
OR 2 1 7-549-5624
---------------- 00
Need 3 BRS? Large rooms!
Water,
t rash,
&
elec.
included . 345-1266
---------------- 00
6 BR HOUSE FOR REN T: 2
1/2 Bath, 2 112 car garage,
HUGE ya rd! Next to Greek
Court. $300/person. 345 3353
---------------- 00
VI LLAGE REN TA LS: 2008 2009 Two BR apt. w ith large
living room & fireplace,
water i ncluded and 112 of
electricity. Pets welcome w/
pet dep. (217) 345 -2516 for
more information and appt.
---------------- 00
Nice 3 bedroom house. CA,
WID, bar, off-street parki ng.
Ca l l 217 -202 -4456
---------------- 00
Large 1 BR apt. available
immediately.
Ideal
for
coup le. Cat ok. 741 6th St.
$365/mo. Cal l 345-6127 or
508 - 6596
---------------- 00
YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW TRY THE BEST!!!!
Campus Poi nte Apartments
offers 2 and 3 bedrooms
wi th individual leases AND
roommate mat chi ng. Our re nt
includes CABLE, HI-SPEED
INTERNET, PHONE, WATER,
SEWER, AND TRASH. Plus,
we give you $60-$75 toward
yo ur month l y electri c b i l l !!!
. . . AND THAT'S NOT
ALL!
We have a 24-hour
clubhouse th at offers a
t anning bed, fitness ce nter,
game room, and computer
lab with unlimited printing.
CALL 345 -6001 or vis it www.
apartmen t seiu.com today!
---------------- 00
3 bedroom apt. for lease.
1 1/2 block from campus.
Ava i lable Aug. No pets. $325
per person. 345 -7286 www.
jwill iamsrentals.com
---------------- 00
2 Bedroom apartm ents for
Fall '08. Trash, off-street
parking, wireless. 345 - 7286.
www.jw i I I iamsrentals.com
---------------- 00
Bedroom
apartments
available August: $395/525
per month . Off-street parki ng,
wireless,
trash
inc I uded.
No pets. 345 - 7286. www.
jwill iamsrentals.com
---------------- 00
4 bedroom house fo r Fall
2008 on 1st St . Ra nge,
refrigerator,
washe r/d ryer.

't'

torrent

No pet s! Cal l 345-7286 or
go to www .jwi lliamsren t al s.
com
---------------- 00
LOOKING
FOR
A
BARGAIN?
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWN HOUSES:
3-4 bedroom, $200 pip.
Refrigerat or, stove, water,
t rash, central air. 234 - 7368
---------------- 00
Pri vate BR in ni ce 8 BR
home. 1 Block from EIU
campus. Furn./U nfurn . Male
Roommates. $42 5/mo. plus
uti l. (217)-251 -1593 .
---------------- 00
O LD TOWN E APARTMEN TS:
1, 2, &, 3 BEDROOMS.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS . 4
LOCATIONS TO CHOOSE
FROM. 345 - 6533
---------------- 00
New
Four
Bedroom
Apartments. Extremely Close
to Campus. Across from
Lantz. Ful ly Furnished. Call
Today for Lowered Rates.
Grantview Apartme nts. 3453353.
---------------- 00
Un i versity
Vi l lage:
4
bedroom houses, $450/per
person. Al l uti l ities included.
345-1400
---------------- 00
FALL '08 -'09 : 1, 2 & 3 BR.
APTS. WATER & TRASH
INCLUDED.
PLEN TY
OF
PARKING.
O FF- STREET
BUCHANAN ST. APTS. CALL
345-1266.
---------------- 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms.
Trash and parki ng included.
Great location. Call 217345-2363.
---------------- 00
FALL
'08
QUALITY/
CONVENIENCE.
2 & 3
bedroom apartments. Washer
& Dryer included. 1-2 blocks
from campus. (2 1 7)493-7559
www .mye iuhome.com
---------------- 00
New apts. c lose to campus:
Furn i shed or U nfurn i shed.
Rent starts at $2 75/MO. 3456100
www.jbapartments.
com
---------------- 00
Close to campus: 3 bedroom
house avai l. 2008-09. CAw/
heat pump, WID, new carpet.
1 0-12 mo lease. $900/mo.
549-5402
---------------- 00
SEITSINGER APARTMEN TS,
1611 9TH ST: Two bedroom
apartment,
completely
furnished . Ava i lable spri ng
semester. For information
call 345 - 7136.
---------------- 00
NOW REN TING FALL '08'09 : Efficiencies, 1 ,2, and
3 bedrooms. All utilities,

The
Speci al
Education
Department is having a
Family Fun Festival meeti ng
September 11th at 6:00 p .m.
in Buzzard Aud itorium. All
volunteers for the Saturday,

't'
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cab le . and internet included.
234 - 7368
00
The re is only one left at 18 12
9th street. It has 4 bedrooms
and 2 bathrooms, furnis hed,
very nice and locally owned.
Trash and guaranteed parking
lot included with security
l ighting.
Avai l able August
15th, 2008. Please call and
leave a message. 348- 0673
00
Summer/Fall 2008: 2 BR
apt., 2001 S. 12th St. and
1305 18th St. Stove, fridge,
microwave, trash pd, $240 $425. Cal l 348 - 7746 www .
Charleston I LApts.com
00
2 YEAR-OLD 3 BR 2 BA
D U PLEX.
EXCELLEN T
LOCATION.
WASHER/
D ISHWASHER,
DRYER,
DISPOSAL. THREE VANITIES
INCLU DED. CALL (217)493 7559 OR VIS IT US AT WWW.
MYEIUHOME.COM
00
Yes, we have apartments for
Fall. We have clea n, modern
apartments close to campus .
Off-street parki ng is included
so you don't need a parking
permi t or a shuttle. They are
local l y owned and local l y
maintained. G i ve us a cal l
for an appointment, 345 7286, or v i si t our webs ite:
www .jwi I I iamsrentals.com .
00
BEST
BARGAIN
ON
CAMPUS: 3 & 4 bedroom
2 bath apts.
Furnished or
Unfurnished. Rent starts at
$275/MO . 345 -6100 www .
jbapartments.com
---------------- 00
3 BR, 1 1/2 BATH HOUSE
A T 1420 1Oth . FENCED -IN
YARD, BASEMENT; TRASH
AND
LAWN
INCLUDED .
NICE HOUSE, MUST SEE!
CALL 345-62 1 0 OR WWW.
EIPROPS.COM
---------------- 00
2
BEDROOM,
BATH
H OUSE A T 335 W. TY LER.
NICE
HOUSE,
TRASH
AND LAWN
INCLU DED !
CALL 345-62 1 0 OR WWW.
EIPROPS.COM
---------------- 00
Price reduced: Brittan y r i dge
Town houses 3-4 bedroom .
Refrigerator, stove, wat er,
tras h, ce ntra l air 234 -7368
---------------- 00
1 and 2 Br. apartments on the
square. A l l utilities included
except electrici t y $475-$500
call. 234 - 7368
---------------- 00
3 and 4 bedroom apt s. $600 $700 per month 6 to choose
from call 234- 7368
---------------- 00

September 20th Family Fun
Festival at Lake Land College
are asked to attend th is
vo lun teer meet ing.
------------------ 9/11
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>> Bajek
FROM PAGE 12

Despite the time out, not much
changed. Then again, based on this
year's results maybe nothing should
have. Western geared up for an 11-2
run to put the match away, as Eastern
has yet to come back from a five-point
or greater deficit to win a set this season. The Panthers seem to lose concentration when they are trailing in
a match. Against Toledo in the same
tournament, each time Eastern fell

>> Ward
FROM PAGE 12

Smith said he has taken Ward
under his wing and the two will talk
about different aspects of the running game like breaking tackles and
what to do in certain formation and
play calls.
"H e's like my little brother,"
Smith said. "I look at him as another
Florida boy. When he does good it
just brightens up my day. H e's going
to be a hell of a football player."
Ward scored his first collegiate
touchdown on Eastern's quickest
scoring drive against Illinois.
Bess, a red-shirt senior, started
the drive with a 55-yard burst down
the right sideline.
Junior Ron Jordan got the next
carry for six yards, but it was Ward
who got the ball on second down
with five yards to go until the end
zone.
And it was Ward who plowed
through the Illinois defense that had
stacked the box against a possible
run.
"H e's a bigger back with some
moves," Spoo said. "H e's strong and
has a lot of want-to. We're obviously
pleased to have him go in there and
spell those guys for a period."
Ward said he never expected to
score against lllinois, and it was a
good experience to do so and do it
in front of such a large crowd.
"I know he was pretty excited,"
said Eastern running/special teams
coach Justin Lustig. "H is mom was
in the stands to see it. H e didn't
come from a huge high school;
so certainly scoring a touchdown
against the Big Ten was a thrill for
him."

behind the Rockets by two points early in a set, it would become an almost
insurmountable deficit.
One of the Panthers' weaknesses is unforced errors. In the third set
against the Rockets, Eastern led 6-5
when sophomore outside hitter Alex
Zwettler had an attack error. Zwettler's teammates committed two more
errors before head coach Lori Bennett called a timeout with the Panthers trailing 11-8. Eastern eventually
lost the set and the match. The Panthers have given up 78 of their 118
errors in their match losses this sea-

Ward has rushed for 52 yards on
18 carries this season, getting the
majority of the yards against Central
Michigan in his first game.
Ward will continue to receive carries against Indiana State on Saturday, as Smith is still hurt and Walker will serve the final game of his
suspension for an NCAA infraction
incurred while at Florida.
Lustig said Ward's experience
could only help him in the future.
''His first two college games have
been two tough atmospheres and
two exciting atmospheres that aren't
going to be rivaled for the rest of the
year," Lustig said. "With that, everything else is going to be not quite as
big so he's going to be ready to go."
Ward said he has had to adjust
the most to the speed of the college
game and finishing plays.
He said finishing plays is one
thing Eastern offensive coordinator
Roy Wittke has stressed to the Panthers' offense.
Doing so, however, is not as easy
for Ward now as it was at H amilton
High School in Milwaukee when he
rushed for more than 1,000 yards as
a senior.
'1n high school you're used to
being the biggest and fastest player
on the field at all times," Ward said.
''Here, everybody prerty much has
the same kind of talent level."
Ward might not be the biggest
player on the field anymore or the
fastest, but Lustig said Ward's mental game is still strong.
"(Ward) knows the offense
almost as well as some of the fifthyear seniors that we have," Lustig
said. "To me that's the most impressive thing."

son for an average of 19.5 errors per
defeat. Likewise, the Panthers had just
40 errors in their victories for an average of 13.33 errors per win. Another area of improvement needed is
the serve-receive offense. The Panthers struggled against Toledo when
trying to receive the Rockets' serves.
Many times the ball would be hit out
of the offensive system, thus the setter
wouldn't produce an effective set for
the attack. Senior middle hitter Lauren Sopcic said the key of the Panthers' offense is executing good serve
receiving. Bennett said her team has

>> Freshmen
FROM PAGE 12

Junior midfielder Jim Adee said
the freshmen that have come in
games have made the most of their
playing time.
" (Pininich) has done a great job
coming in," Adee said. "H e has
played the wing well putting the
ball in the box and with his crosses."
Pininich said the transition from
high school soccer to college soccer has not been as difficult as he
thought it would be.
"The game is much more physical and faster in college, but it has
not been too bad," Pininich said.
H e said he did not expect to start
because an ankle injury during the
summer did not allow him to play
soccer for one month.
"I had a bad ankle sprain during
the summer and got out of shape,"
Pininich said. "I came in not expecting much and was surprised when I
began to sta rt."
H e said travel is much different from high school, but he has
enjoyed it.
"You have to manage your
schedule a lot differently in college
because sometimes your going to
miss classes and you have to have

Dan Cusack can be reached at 581 7944 or at dscusack@eiu.edu.

Bob Bajek can be reached at 581 -7944
or at rtbajek@eiu.edu.
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GET FUZZY I BY DARBY CONLEY

Edited by Will Shortz
1

5
9

13
14

16

18

19

your work done," Pininich said.
"Last weekend we were gone all
weekend, but that was a fun trip."
Phillips said he likes the travel for
college more than high school even
though games are hours away.
"It's nothing like high school,"
Phillips said. "Sometimes when you
are on the bus for so long your legs
get stiff, but we get a chance to practice when we get off of the bus and
I like that. You get excited to play."
Pininich said all of the upperclassmen have been helpful in the
transition, but senior forward Brad
Peters has been especially helpful
because Pininich got to know him
during high school playing in Eastern's soccer camps.
Phillips said it is great having senior goalkeeper Mark H ansen around because he is from his
hometown of Flowermound, Texas
The freshman with the farthest
path to Eastern was Ryan Child,
who came across the Atlantic from
Frome, England.
Assistant coach Dino Raso said
Child has transitioned well and
always brings a positive energy to
practice.
H owarth said he expects Child
to come into the playing transition
within the next few games.

ing team in that set. Freshman middle blocker Melanie Boykins said her
team could play with that concentration all the time.
"We want to focus on the way we
play and do it right," said Boykins,
who had eight kills against Chicago
State. The Panthers showed flashes of
brilliance against the Cougars individually and as a team. They have the talent to win. They need the concentration to overcome difficult situations.

PEARLS BEFORE SWINE I BY STEPHAN PASTIS

17

Scott Richey can be reached at 5817944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.

to get used to trailing in a match and
not freak out.
"We need to focus on each new
ball," Sopcic said after losing to Toledo on Saturday night. '1f we make an
error, we need to forget about it and
(concentrate) on the new ball."
Chicago State became Exhibit A
on how low errors and good passing set up victories. In a solid 13-0
run during set two, Eastern tamed the
Cougars by charging to a 15-6 advantage. A hitting percentage of .400
coupled with only two errors made
the Panthers look like a dorninat-
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ACROSS
Capital on the
Arabian Peninsula
Drone, e.g .
Recommended
reading for www
newbies
Religious leader
in a turban
"_
blame you"
Lummox
"Santa Baby"
singer, 1953
Lose one's
amateur standing
Give _
of
approval
1972 Charles
Grodin film, with
"The"
Drugs, informally
Toil (away)
Spice Girl
Halliwell
1984 Ralph
Macchio film, with
"The"
Below
Three sheets to
the wind
General
whose name is
associated with
chicken
San _ , Tex.
Dijon seasons
Canadian lout
Dos cubed

43
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51
53
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59

63
64
65
66
67

68
69

70
71

"II Postino" poet
Public health
agcy.
Word that's
missing from
20- 26- 48- and
59-Acro~s and 9and 39-Down
Protein acid
Willie Mays's
sobriquet
"Agreed!"
They all lead to
Rome, in a saying
TV viewer's
vantage point
1965 Steve
McQueen title
role
Have too much
of, briefly
Sainted ninthcentury pope
Rio and Sedona
Setting of many a
Monet painting
15 mg. of zinc,
e.g.
"Night" novelist
Wiesel
Henry who once
headed the
House Judiciary
Committee
Chinese weight
Jane who loved
Rochester

PUZZLE BY CALEB MADISON
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Many a Punjabi

15

Puff

2

French girlfriends
chart
Train company
with a
portmanteau
name
Long-range
German gun of
W.W.I
Stench
Weapon in Clue
Make sputtering
mad
1984 Matt Dillon
title role
Top status
Part of Q.E.D.
Norms: Abbr.

21

F.D.R. creation

3
4

5

DOWN

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

No. 0806

6

7
8
9

10
11

12

39

25

Homer's outcome

27

Japan's largest
active volcano

44

28

Opera about an
opera s1nger

48

30

Kayo

31 K-12
32

Crucifix

33

River of Irkutsk

34

Agenda addition

35

Hatcher of
"Desperate
Housewives"

37

Malfoy, to Harry
Potter

41

49

Nickname
for Harry
Longabaugh
Big name in ice
cream
A deer, a female
deer
Most cunning
Long, long time

Munson, Maris or
Mantle
52 Rights org.
54 Like bread in the
Lord's Prayer
55 Way up, maybe
56 Not yet a jr.
57 Anita who was
nicknamed the
JezebelofJazz
50

For answers, ca 1-900-285-5656, $ 1.49 a m nute; or, w th a
cred t card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annua subscr pt ons are ava abe for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the ast 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
On ne subscr pt ons: Today's puzz e and more than 2,000 past
puzz es, nyt mes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share t ps: nyt mes.com/puzz eforum. Crosswords for young
so vers: nyt mes.com/ earn ng/xwords.
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MEN' S SOCCER I N OTEBOOK

Tourney time for Panthers
By DAN CUSACK

The Huskies have only played three home
matches, including an exhibition match.
Freshman midfielder Mike Picinich said he
familiar with the Huskies, because his home in
St. Charles is 20 minutes away.
"It's like I am traveling 3 hours to play back
home," Picinich said.
Picinich said the turf should play faster, but
all of the players should be familiar with artificialturf.

Assistant Sports Editor
The Eastern men's soccer team will play in
its only regular season tournament of the year
this weekend at the Northern IUinois Tournament.
"I love playing in tournaments," said Eastern head soccer coach Adam Howarth said.
"It's great to get two games in one weekend."
Howarth said winning a tournament always
looks good on a teams' resume.
"Most tournaments have trophies, and it is
always nice to play for something early in the
season," Howarth said.
Last season the Panthers played in two regular season tournaments, the Bradley Classic
and the University of Missouri-Kansas City
Invitational and won both. Next season, the
Panthers will play in tournaments at Bradley,
Evansville and Central Arkansas. The Panthers
were scheduled to play in one additional tournament this season at Western Kentucky, but
the school dropped its soccer program.

Artificial turf
The NIU Tournament will be played in the
new state-of-the-art Huskie Soccer Stadium.
According to NIU's athletic Web site, the field
is FIFA 2-Star Certified, which means it is the
highest quality artificial turf available.
The match will be Eastern's first this season on artificial turf. Eastern has been practic-

Harrison named player of the week

AMIRPRELLBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Senior forward Brad Peters tries to get the ball away from University of Missouri-Kansas City
defender Matt Kopsky on August 31 at Lakeside Field.

ing all week on the field at O 'Brien Stadium,
because it is also has artificial turf, to prepare
for the tournament.
"The field turf should not be a big deal,"
H owarth said. '1t is a great benefit to have the
turf on the football field. They have the newer version of the stuff we have outside. We will
adjust, and we will be fine."

Assistant coach Dino Raso said the problem with new turf is it has not been broken in
completely yet.
"Sometimes with those new fields when
they are brand new, you have plastic chips and
some dead spots in the turf out there," Raso
said. "It should not be a big problem, just a litde faster than grass."

Sophomore forward Alex H arrison was
named the Missouri Valley Conference Offensive Player of the Week after scoring one goal
in the Panthers 2-0 against Western Michigan
Friday and notching two goals and one assist in
a 5-2 win against Indiana-Purdue Fort Wayne
on Sunday.
"We always knew (H arrison) was a great
finisher," H owarth said. "So far this season he
has done a great job for us."
Raso said H arrison was injured earlier in
the season, and his goal Friday really boasted
his confidence.
"He had a slow beginning due to an injury, but once he got that goal I think he got his
composure back," Raso said. '1 think that really boasted his fitness up and brought back his
confidence to where it was."
Dan Cusack can be reached at 581 -7944 or at
dscusack@eiu.edu.

FOOTBALL! NOTE BOOK

Who should the OVC schedule for early-season?
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Editor
Non-conference football schedules can be formed several ways, but
one familiar theme is at least one of
those games should bring in money
to the school's athletic department.
But how do you pair early-season
games? Two Football Bowl Subdivision teams? One FBS team and one
Football Championship Subdivision
team? Two teams from the top levels of the FCS? One FBS school and
one Division II or an NAIA school?
The options and variations are
nearly endless. Eastern went the
route of two FBS teams to start the
season. The Panthers enter week
three of the 2008 season with losses
to Central Michigan and No. 24 Illinois and $525,000 in the bank.
But don't expect future Eastern football schedules to start with
two tough road games against FBS
schools.
"I know it's something our (athletic director) Barbara Burke is awfully concerned about," Eastern head
coach Bob Spoo said. '1 think she's
in favor of going one time against a
FBS team. I think that's probably the

OVC PASSING LEADERS
Name

School

Yards

Name

School

Yards

1. A. Heffner
2. H. Lillard
3. A Holland
4. C. Thompson

TSU
SEMO
EKU
UTM
EIU
TTU
JSU
MSU
APSU
UTM

607
584
369
340
303
292
280
251
190
26

1. C. Johnson
2. M. Edwards
3. J. Spillman
4. C. Watts
5. D. Ard
6. T. Benford
7. W. Peoples
8. M. Williamson
9. B. Stewart
10. S. Sizemore

TSU
SEMO
TSU
EKU
MSU
TTU
SEMO
SEMO
SEMO
EKU

285
205
162
156
146
144
120
113
108
105

5. B. Reeder

6. L. Sweeney
7. R. Perrilloux
8. N. Yantko
9. G. Orr
10. D. Anoka

way it will go for the next few years."
Austin Peay went with a different
route to start its season, but the Governors' distance traveled and teams
played was not easy and the Govs
lost both games.
Austin Peay played No. 1 North
Dakota State in Fargo, N.D., and
No. 15 Georgia Southern in Statesboro, Ga.
"I'd love to play just one game
and make a lot of money," Austin
Peay head coach Rick Christophel said. "You're going to get beat up
no matter how it is. We play North
Dakota State and Georgia Southern and don't make the same things
as other I!UYS made, and there's just

BUCK WILD
NIGHT ~JJN'I'Hia ~~~-.
$3.00 Buck Wild Shots ~ &$4-50 Cazadores Margaritas
$1.00 Miller Lite 16oz Cans

f\\.so·.

OVC RECEIVING LEADERS

4-7 pm FREE SAMPLES
of our Country Munchies!

as physical as some of the bigger
teams."

Perrilloux shines
in Gamecocks' win
Jacksonville State junior quarterback Ryan Perrilloux played just one
half against Alabama A&M on Saturday, but the transfer from Louisiana State threw for 138 yards and
two touchdowns and rushed for 35
yards and another score.
Jacksonville State head coach Jack
Crowe said Perrilloux had a minor
hip injury that won't keep him out
of the Gamecocks' next game, but
with a 31-12 halftime lead Crowe
said he wanted to see how freshman

OVC RUSHING LEADERS
Name
1. T. Bess

School

EIU
2. J. Williams
TSU
3. D. Jackson
JSU
4. D. Bourne
UTM
5. J. Lyle
APSU
6. M. Jones
SEMO
7. R. Perrilloux JSU
8. A. Heffner
TSU
9. T. McDermott UTM
10. B. Young
UTM

Yards

206
157
144

136
114
107
102
87
83
67

backup quarterback Marques Ivory
could perform.
"(Perrilloux) had the ball every
play except for 14 of them against a
defense we thought was pretty special," Crowe said about Perrilloux's
game against Georgia Tech in week
one. '1 thought that was too much
for Ryan. He could throw it 50 times
a game and he could tun it 30, but
you're dumb if you try either one of
them."
Crowe said he thought Perrilloux
managed the game better against
Alabama A&M, and the Gamecocks got more players involved with
the offense. Perrilloux's performance
through Jacksonville State's first two

games has left a lasting impression
on Crowe.
"Since Bo Jackson, I haven't
coached an athlete of his caliber,"
Crowe said. "He can make plays
that you don't expect, that you can't
even plan on. I think the danger is,
as it was with Bo, you pile too much
of the burden of productivity on
and you're not going to get it every
week."

Spada leading nation
in punting
Southeast Missouri junior kicker/
punter Doug Spada is ranked No. 1
in the FCS in punting with a 50.75
yards per punt. Spada is also less than
one yard from leading all of Division
I football in punting.
Only Miami (Ohio) senior punter Jacob Richardson has a better per
punt average (5 1.58) in the FBS.
"He's got a real, good, strong
leg, and he's doing a good job with
hang time," Southeast Missouri head
coach Tony Samuel said. "We've got
to do a better job with blocking and
then with coverage."
Scott Richey can be reached at 5817944 or at srrichey@eiu.edu.
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Eastern Illinois vs.
Indiana State

THE EXPERTS
SCOTT
RICHEY
Sports Editor
Last Week: 9-0
Overall: 18-0
Scott is a senior journalism major
and is in his third year covering
Eastern athletics (two for football).

DAN
CUSACK
Asst. Sports
Editor

•

Last Week: 9-0
Overall: 17-1
Dan is a sophomore journalism
major and is his second year
covering Eastern athletics.

KEVIN
MURPHY
Managing
Editor
Last Week: 8-1
Overall: 17-1
Kevin is a junior journalism major
and is in his third year covering
Eastern athletics.

Austin Peay vs.
Gardner-Webb

Eastern Kentucky vs.
Morehead State

Murray State vs.
Illinois State

Southeast M issouri vs.
Tennessee Tech

Tennessee State vs.
Jackson State

UT Martin vs
Concordia

EIU52
INS 17

G-W30
APSU 17

EKU49
MOR21

MSU21
ILST 17

TTU 28
SEMO 13

TSU 42
JSU 20

UTM 52
Concordia 13

Panthers pick up
their fi rst one and
do so in
dominating
fashion on the
ground.

Govs struggles
continue as they
don't have the
offensive
weapons to stick
with Bulldogs.

Colonels get one
in the win column
with trouncing
of Eagles, but it's
EKU's defense that
does the scoring.

Down year
continues for
Redbirds as
M urray State picks
up second win of
season.

SEMO has the better
stats, but they came
against D-11 team.
Tech gets first OVC
win of season.

Expect another
explosive
offensive
performance from
TSU this week
against JSU.

Skyhawks get a
second cake-walk
win this week
against
another team not
in D-1 football.

EIU42
INS3

G-W28
APSU 14

EKU28
MOR7

ILST35
MSU7

SEMO 14
TTU13

TSU 34
JSU 7

UTM56
Concordia 7

Panthers' running attack thrives
in home opener as Eastern gets
14th win all-time
against the
Sycamores

Bulldogs beat
Governors for
second straight
season
spoiling Peay's
home opener.

EKU wins battle of
the unbeatens as
seniorQB
Allan Holland has
a big day through
the air.

Racers miss
injured QB Jeff
Erhardt as the
Redbirds
register first win
of the season.

Redhawks use
home-field
advantage to pull
out close victory in
opening game in
theOVC.

TSU wins the
battle of the Tigers
as JSU offense
struggles for third
straight week.

Skyhawks
easily breeze
past Hornets
and score 56
points for second
straight week.

EIU56
INS 14

G-W28
APSU 21

EKU 35
MOR 10

ILST 28
MSU 24

TTU38
SEMO 14

TSU28
JSU 24

UTM48
Concordia 13

Defense adds in
scores too as
Eastern romps past
Sycamores in
Panthers' home
opener.

Bulldogs missed a
chance to beat an
OVC team against
TTU, but they
will get it done
against the
Governors.

Colonels win
battle of in-state
rivals as EKU QB
Allan Holland gets
back to work
after a loss last
week against WKU.

In a battle of
struggling
programs, the
Redbirds manage
to pull out a win in
Murray, Ky.

TTU QB Lee Sweeney
will have no problems
against the Red hawks
even though the
game is on the road.

TSU's Eric Benson
kicked a gamewinning FG last
season, and this
year should be no
different. It will be
close...again.

Skyhawks
get second
straight win
and run over a
non-Division I
school.

Game of the Week
@
SE MISSOURI
(1-1}

TENNESSEE TECH
(1-1}

WHEN: THURS.- 6:30 P.M. ON ESPNU
WHERE: HOUCK STADIUMCAPE GIRARDEAU, MO.

GOLDEN EAGLES GAME NOTES

·Head Coach: Watson Brown (8-8 in second season)
• Brown currently sits at 99 ca reer victories after falling short of No. 100 in the Golden
Eagles' 51 -10 loss at Louisville.
• TTU junior quarterback Lee Sweeney threw for 437 yards (a school record) in a 32-29
come-from -b ehind victory two years ago against the Redhawks.
·The Golden Eagl es forced their first turn overs of the 2008 season against Louisville with
junior linebacker Dontrell Baines and senior linebacker Corey Reed recovering fumbles.
REDHAWKS GAME NOTES

·Head Coach: Tony Sa muel (8-16 in third season)
• SEMO lost 52-3 at No.6 Missouri but m anaged to account for 334 yards of total offense
against the Tigers in Columbia, Mo.
·The Red hawks rank fourth nationally in passing offense with 318.5 yards per gam e as
senior qu arterback Houston Lillard ranks fifth nationally in passing yards (292 per game).
• SEMO has four wide receivers ranked in the top 10 in yards per gam e in th e OVC.

OVC PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
OFFENSE

DEFENSE
· Tennessee
State Sr. QB
Antonio Heffner

· E. Illinois Jr.
Free Safety
Seymour
Loftman

- Completed 23of-29 passes for
315 yards and
two touchdowns
in the Tigers' 34-32 victory against
Southern. Also rushed for 68 yards on
eight carries.

- Had 15
tackles (nine
solo) in
Eastern's 47-2 1 loss to Illinois.
Also intercepted Illinois QB Juice
Williams and broke up one pass.

SPECIALIST

NEWCOMER
• UT Martin Sr.
PRJamaal
Akbar

· Jacksonville
State Jr. QB
Ryan Perrilloux

-Returned
two punts for
93 yards in
the Skyhawks'
56-0 win against Baker
University. Scored once on a 73yard punt return.

-Louisiana
State
transfer threw
two touchdown
passes and ran for another score
in the Gamecocks' 45-18 victory
against Alabama A&M .

OVC WEEK 2 SCOREBOARD
E. Illinois 21
lllinois47

Western Kentucky 37
E. Kentucky 13

Tennessee Tech 10
Louisville 5 1

SE Missouri 3
M issouri 52

Murray State 3
Indiana 45

Baker University 0
UTMartin 56

Alabama A&M 18
Jacksonville State 45

Austin Peay 20
Georgia Southern 34

Southern 32
Tennessee State 34

COURTESY OFTENNESSEETECH SPORTSINFORMATION

Tennessee Tech junior running back Derrian Waters breaks away from Auburn senior linebacker Chris Evans last
season in the Golden Eagles' 35-3 1oss on Nov. 13 in Auburn, Ala. The Golden Eagles travel to Cape Girardeau,
Mo., Thursday to play Southeast Missouri in the first Ohio Valley Conference game of the 2008 season.
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FOOTBALL I SPOTLIGHT

FOOTBALL I
SC HEDULING

BASEBALL
Chicago Cubs at St. Louis I
7:15 tonight on FSN Midwest

More
money
•
com1ng
to Eastern

TRIPLE THREAT

Panthers receive
more than $2 million
between 2005-1 0

BILL SIMMONS
Tom Brady is done for the year.
Out. No chance he's coming back.
His season's kaput. It might kill
some people's fantasy teams - and
here you thought snagging Brady
in the first round would send you
straight to the championship. But it
could be the opening former Eastern quarterback Tony Romo (above)
needed. He'll now become the
most talked about quarterback not
named Brett Favre or Aaron Rodgers.

By KEVIN MURPHY
Ma nag in g Edito r

But if you're still looking for
some fantasy salvation, here are
three players to snag off the waiver wire or pry away from your competition.
1. Jon Kitna - Chances are Rodgers already got picked up in most
leagues, so if you had Brady and are
looking for a replacement, Kitna might
be your man. No, Matt Cassel is not
the answer. The Lions will be down in
most of their games and Kitna will be
winging it.
2. DeSean Jackson- Move quick
to snare him off the waiver wire, but
even if he's picked up try for a trade.
The Eagles' rookie is essentially the No.
1 receiver after injuries to Kevin Curtis and Reggie Brown, and he had 106
yards receiving in the first week.
3. Michael Turner - He either
was your savior or your nemesis this
past weekend after his 220.yard, twotouchdown performance. Trade for
him. Trade your entire team. Of course,
it might have been a fluke, but that's
the chance you take.

AMIRPRELLBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshm a n running back Desmin Wa rd rushes fo r a to uch down at Memoria l St ad ium Saturday afternoon. It was
the o nly ru shing to u ch down of the day despite the Panth ers' 2 16 to ta l ya rds o n th e g ro und .

Ward gets time in
backfield previously
limited by injuries,
suspension
By SCOTT RICHEY
Sports Ed ito r
Eastern freshman running back
Desmin Ward moved up to No. 2
on the Panthers' depth chart before

Eastern's first game of the season at
Central Michigan because of nagging injuries to Norris Smith, T ravorus Bess and Chevon Walker's
three-game suspension.
Bess returned to form against lllinois with a 183-yard rushing performance
But it was Ward who scored the
Panthers' lone touchdown on the
ground.
"H e's been one of the few healthy
guys - that's why he's been playing,"

Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said.
"Desmin is a young guy that plays
with a lot of enthusiasm."
But behind that enthusiasm lies
Ward's primary physical skill: his
size.
Ward, who is 6-feet tall and
weighs in at 223 pounds is the Panthers' biggest back and compares in
running style to Smith, a red-shirt
senior. That style: big and bruising.

»

SEE WARD, PAGE 9

- Scott Richey

MEN'S SOCCER I SPOTLI GHT

Freshmen add new life to Panthers
Eastern adds eight firstyear players to roster

BOB BAJEK

Match
.
concentration
needed
The Eastern women's volleyball team said something during a
timeout during its match against
Western lllinois on Friday night
during the EIU Panther Tournament that was particularly revealing about the team's needs.
"Focus!" was yelled as they
broke the huddle. It was the perfect situation to use that word as
a rallying cry. The Panthers were
trailing Western illinois 14-7 in
the fourth set and were behind
two sets to one.

>> SEE BAJEK, PAGE 9

By DAN CUSACK
Assista nt Sports Ed ito r
The transition from high school
to college can be tough for any freshman. New classes, a strange town
and, for most, the first time away
from parents. Now think about coming to college and jumping right into
Division I soccer.
The Eastern men's soccer team
added eight freshmen during the
off-season, and so far the group has
made strong contributions in both
games and in practice.
'Tm happy with how these guys
are playing," Eastern head coach
Adam H owarth said. "It is a strong
class, and these guys have come
in and immediately added to our
depth."
Four freshmen - midfielder Mike
Picinich, goalkeeper Mark Essary,
midfielder Jeff Phillips and midfield-

Barbara Burke is using her connections to schedule big-time
football games.
Eastern associate athletic director John Smith said Burke, Eastern's athletic director, made some
calls to Iowa, and now the Eastern
football team will play the H awkeyes in 20 10.
The price tag? $400,000 to the
Panthers.
The Panthers will visit Iowa
City, Iowa, on Sept. 4, 2010, at
Kinnick Stadium to play their
fourth Big Ten team in four years.
Eastern will play at Penn State
in 2009 at a price of $450,000.
This season Eastern received
$300,000 to play Illinois and
$225,000 to play Central Michigan.
The money from the Central
Michigan game paid for Eastern's
new football locker room.
Eastern received $250,000 to
play Purdue in 2007 , $300,000 to
play lllinois in 2006 and approximately $140,000 (which included airfare, room and board and
$30,000) to play H awaii that
same year.
Smith said most of the money
from H awaii was used to pay for
the trip, and therefore didn't cost
the Eastern athletic department
much.
The
athletic
department
also received $225,000 to play
Brigham Young in 2005.
This comes to a total of $2.29
million dollars to play these seven
Football Bowl Subdivision teams
in the past four years and two to
come.
Smith said playing Iowa in
2010 would move the Illinois
State game to one of the last
games of the season.
"It will play into an at-large
selection," Smith said of commirtees looking at possible playoff teams. "That game will be a lot
more interesting."
Eastern's last win against a FBS
team was in 2004 when the Panthers defeated Eastern Michigan
31-28.

AMIRPRELLBERG ITHE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshm an m idfie lder Ryan Child stretch es befo re practice. Child is one o f
e ig ht first-year p layers w h o were added d uring the o ff-season.
er Jonathan H inds - have played significant minutes so far this season,
but H owarth said their main contribution has been on the practice
field.
"The level they have shown during practice has definitely improved
as the season has gone on," H owarth
said. "The freshmen have played well
and have been itching to play. Their
level has forced even the older guys

to step it up."
Of the freshmen, Picinich has
started each of the first four games
for the Panthers, Phillips scored
a goal in a 2-0 win against Western Michigan last Friday and Essary
played one half in goal stopping two
shots and allowing one goal against
Indiana-Purdue-Fort Wayne.

»

Kevin Murphy can be reached at
581 -7944 or at kjmurphy@eiu.edu.

EASTERN VS. BIG 10
• 2006: Jllinois, $300,000
• 2007: Pu rdue, $250,000
• 2008: Jllinois, $300,000
• 2009: Penn State, $450,000
• 2010: Iowa, $400,000

TOTAL: $1.7 million

SEE FRESHMEN, PAGE 9

EASTERN SPORTS SCHEDULE
VOLLEYBALL
Friday at Ole Miss Magnolia Classic I

Friday at Bradley Invitational

All Day - Oxford, Miss.

All Day - Peoria

WOMEN'S TENN IS

MEN'S SOCCER

I

Friday at NIU Invitational
11 :30 a.m. - DeKalb

WOMEN'S SOCCER

I

Friday at Ball State

I

3 p.m. - Muncie, Ind.

CROSS COUNTRY
Friday EIU Panther Invite

I

5:30 p.m. - EIU Panther Trail

